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While sifting through closets of junk in the mansion they have rented, Qwill and Koko uncover a

mystery involving the suicide of the former owner and the murder of a potato farmer. By the author

of The Cat Who Wasn't There.
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A close friend recommended Mr. Russell's book when Grandma died and I had to take care of her

estate which included thousands of books.I was clueless about books.Several "reputable" book

stores in our area wanted to buy everything for pennies. I knew Grandma had spent thousands of

dollars on her books that she loved dearly.So, I read Mr. Russell's book,studied the pictures, and

started to learn the simple basics of collecting in language that I could understand. I realized that

there were authors that Grandma read who had had their books banned.There were books that she

owned by Ernest Trueblood and Edith Van Dyne which were pseudonyms for William Faulkner and

L. Frank Baum.(Actually,it would have been helpful if there had been more information about the Oz

books.) So,instead of getting ripped off and losing everything that Grandma had cherished for many

years,I kept all of her books.Now, I can go into those same bookstores and buy books for pennies

that are worth hundreds of dollars.Thank you for sharing your knowledge,Mr. Russell

So many times I have purchased books that promise the information I will need to be knowledgable

about a subject. And so many times it is an empty promise.Antique Trader Book Collector's Price

Guide makes no empty promises. It's filled with accessible information that informs the reader on

this complex subject. I've not found one easier to use.If you are interested in collecting or selling



books, this guide belongs in your library.

Lighten up a little, guys. The book is THREE years old, fer chrissakes! NO book, even Ahreans, is

going to cover everything AND continually be up-to-date on the fluctuations of the market (and

market values), but each reference book you purchase adds a little something to your knowledge

based, and this one does as well. The chapter on pseud.s adds yet another dimension to the book

seller's (and/or collector's) knowledge.

The expanded new edition of a classic book collector's market guide provides full color and plenty of

detail, updating prices for over 5,000 books and using charts to help identify first editions --which

can be a tricky process, as publisher's marks vary from publisher to publisher. A new chapter on

children's books has been added, while Top Ten lists of rarities and an alpha listing by author

makes it quick and easy to use this as a take-along tote for flea market ventures.Diane C.

DonovanCalifornia Bookwatch

I thoroughly enjoyed the price guide. Not only a listing of prices, the book's introductions to each

category are insightful, well-written and provide other bookseller's thoughts on collecting.The book

is very well researched and the category on banned books is thorough, and the pen names of

various authors was interesting, who knew some of these existed?? Certainly, Russell did, and I

look forward to other editions as well researched and written as this one.My only suggestion for the

guide is I wished a children's literature section was available within it(perhaps, for future guides? :)

Other than that, I recommend this book for collectors, wannabe collectors, writers and readers.

This is a great guide by the author who knows his field. Its divided by subject with rare finds and

general books. Also contains authors signature pictures, abbreviations etc.This is definitely a book

price guide. Although not very thorough, nonetheless covers a wide range in what is large field.I

recommend this guide more than any other guide because the author is not really biased and

definitely knows book business in general.

This book was not what I expected at all. It is difficult to navigate through, and isn't organized very

well. If you want to research a certain book inside this book, you literally have to play the guessing

game on deciding what section of this book it is in since the table of contents is labeled, "Children's

books, Americana, Horror, banned". Also, he lists several books in multiple sections of the book, all



with different information. Most importantly, I think the author chose a poor way to organize his

information and he should have just used the classic approach: an index. I would not recommend

this book.

I appreciate what the author is trying to do in this work -- provide identifying information and price

points for the most collectible books in English. The amount of errors, however, is truly

embarrassing. The entries haven't been proofed. Often the italics from the title continue into the

publisher information, making it difficult to see quickly what the actual title is. Or commas are left out

of author names so that a quick glance makes it difficult to tell first name from middle name, etc.

These sorts of errors, while incredibly easy to proof and fix, are horrendously annoying.The writing

is also stiff and often unneeded. I appreciate the seeming need to write an intro to each genre, but

when it adds little to the book it's probably better just left out. The various essays at the end are

disorganized and offer nothing to the book as a whole.I feel obligated to buy the third edition for the

updated prices, but hope many of these errors have been addressed.
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